
This release brings together two world prenUCre recordings of concertante works made by Si_r Thomas Beecham in 
the 1930s. The studio recording of Don Q1tixote has an interesting pedigree. Recorded by Victor at the behest of 
EMI in 1932 and issued on that label in the USA, it was released on Columbia in Europe, perhaps the only 
recording to appear simultaneously on these two rival imprints. This was most likely a result of the then-recent 
merger of English Columbia and HMV, Victor's British affiliate, into EMT. Beecham was a Columbia artist, so the 
apparent reasoning was that he had to continue to appear on that label in the UK. \'Vithin a few years, however, 
his name was on both labels interchangeably. 

Beecham is heard here conducting the Philharmonic-Symphony Orchestra of New York, an ensemble with which 
he had first appeared four years earlier along with another debutant, Vladimir Horowitz, in a notorious 
performance of the Tchaikovsky B-flat minor concerto which saw the two taking divergent interpretive paths. 
Apparently, he had no similar difficulties working with the orchestra's first desk players, which included future 
conductor Alfred Wallenstein handling the pivotal cello part. The recording is rather curiously balanced, with the 
brass and winds seeming to overpower the strings, and Wallenstein sounding rather recessed - probably playing in 
his usual place in the orchestra rather than up front. This recording was simultaneously made for Victor's Program 
Transcription series, an early attempt at long-playing records. Each 33 1 / 3 rpm side was the equivalent of two 78 
rpm sides, which accounts for the skipped number every third matrix. 

\'Vhile Beecham would go on to re-record the Strauss with his own Royal Philharmonic and Paul Tortelier as 
soloist fifteen years later, he never re-recorded (or indeed made an official studio recording) of the Bloch Violin 
Concerto, even though he had already made three classic concerto recordings with the soloist, Joseph Szigeti. 
Szigeti premiered the Bloch in Cleveland under Mitropoulos in December, 1938. The present recording of the first 
British performance with Beecham dates from the fo llowing March. Later that month, he performed and recorded 
it in Paris with Munch, and fo llowed up with a further broadcast under Mengel berg in Amsterdam that November. 

While the Munch recording and Mengelberg broadcast have been reissued several times on CD, the Beecham 
performance has curiously been unavailable since a single American Beecham Society LP release in 1973. That 
transfer, which was the basis for what Andrew Rose used for his present XR restoration, filled in four gaps in the 
original acetates (two in the first movement, and one each in the others), each lasting about 30 seconds, with the 
Munch studio recording. A slight difference in sound demarcates each patch. Although some disc noise and 
distortion remain and the first note of the third movement is clipped, the recording is valuable not only in 
preserving a historic collaboration, but also in presenting an infrequent recorded instance of Sir Thomas 
conducting contemporary music. Mark Obert· T horn 
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